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About This Game

Travel to the four corners of the world with Brian and Gina in a crazy story packed full of surprises. Pirates, spies, surfers,
soldiers, and even aliens get in on the act - all combining to create a wonderfully rewarding experience to savour and remember

forever!
With loveable characters, rib-cracking humour, brain-tickling puzzles and stunning graphics, Runaway, The Dream of the Turtle

is a glorious sight to behold.
Runaway, The Dream of the Turtle is an adventure game that is a pure pleasure to play.

A beautifully produced adventure game, with rich scenarios, ever-present humour and captivating puzzles.

Hundreds of places to explore throughout the world.

Over an hour of superb animated sequences bring to life the intrigue, plot twists and many comic moments.

High quality sound featuring cinema quality dubbing, as well an original and hugely inspirational soundtrack with both
vocal and instrumental tracks.
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Pendulo studio is new Lucas Arts, amazing adventure game.. I finished this game but I don't recommend it unless you get a 90%
discount. It has racist depictions of jamaicans, latinos and asians. It has sexist, misogynist depictions of women. It isn't very
funny, mostly sad and boring. The artwork is very nice, the music is pleasant and the cut scenes are well rendered. I ran into a
Windows processor affinitiy issue that caused me crashes in chapter 5.

5 out 10 is generous.. You will crave sushi after this!. I finished this game but I don't recommend it unless you get a 90%
discount. It has racist depictions of jamaicans, latinos and asians. It has sexist, misogynist depictions of women. It isn't very
funny, mostly sad and boring. The artwork is very nice, the music is pleasant and the cut scenes are well rendered. I ran into a
Windows processor affinitiy issue that caused me crashes in chapter 5.

5 out 10 is generous.. I'm only playing through it in order to better enjoy the third part of the series, which I heard was
awesome.

That's what I thought at least. Ignore this game, skip directly to the third if you've already played the first. It is utterly irrelevant.

Around halfway you think the game is actually going somewhere. But it isn't going anywhere. This piece of garbage has a half-
finished plot which ultimately doesn't go anywhere near where it seemed to be going(closure). At the end you're left with a foul,
empty taste.

All the puzzles consist of basically the same formula:

"you can't move on with the story until you deal with some annoying moron or freak that is standing in your way just for the
sake of prolonging your game time. And just when you think they'll FINALLY let you move on, NO, they'll find ANOTHER
ridiculous reason to block your path"

Seriously, this is the worst game design for an adventure game I've ever seen. Even if you figure out what you're supposed to do,
the game still wont let you do it because Brian has to have an "a-ha!" moment first. Combining items or interacting with objects
you KNOW should work isn't possible until Brian spells it out for you. There are many such "trial and error" portions
throughout the game which result in needless backtracking.

After I finish this and play the third part, I'll update my review and say whether or not this entry can be skipped entirely or not..
Runaway: The Dream of The Turtle feels like 6 separate poorly designed point and click adventure games strung loosely
together by extremely dated racism and sexual "humor" that culminates to a cringe worthy cliff hanger that was clearly intended
to hype the next game but fails miserably.

First, the game suffers from some critical design flaws. Namely performing tasks requires flags to be triggered. Say you search
a trunk and find nothing. Go fish some goggles out of a puddle and suddenly that trunk has everything you need in it. Sometimes
talking to other characters will suddenly allow you to see the random item that will be useful later on.

The game was also buggy, Snow fall halted the game to a near standstill, I had to use a DirectDraw wrapper to get the game
running at full speed.
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There is also some unusual cut scenes that add nothing. Near the end, we see main character Brian go scuba diving about 6 times
in 1 cut scene, repeatedly getting in the water, getting out, talking to another character then repeating the process with slight
variation in the animation. It doesn't make any sense WHY the extra-long animations were included when so many have nothing
to do with the main story or are just inflated for no reason. Worse yet, the game has a tendency to crash during these cut scenes,
so hopefully you saved before they started.

But all of that is just design, I haven't gotten to the story. Story is nonsensical. I feel like it is trying REALLY hard to be Secret
of Monkey Island and portray Brian as the second coming of Guybrush Threepwood, but he is not. He's an extremely unlikable
and unfunny character that I tried to click of a cliff more than a few times. The game takes place in 6 locales, and with every
shift in location the grip on the main story lines slips further away. At the start of the game you are searching for your girlfriend
you kicked out of a plane, and by the end you are a mighty pirate. In between all that, you cheat on your girlfriend, get a
man♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ and finish that off by getting drunk.

Yeah this is some real frat boy humor. It is filled with stuff that might have flown in an 80s sexcapade movie, but here it is just
painful to sit through now.

Like I said in the start to this review, the game ends on a cliff hanger. You go through each stage of the game looking for the
next McGuffin, only to be rewarded with a To Be Continued.

Racism is just annoying in this game. They have a 1950s Japanese stereotype running around being annoying. He was in the last
game but only for a few scenes, now he is a major character.

The game doesn’t seem to know what it is trying to be. Whether it’s an Animal House parody, a Spy like Us parody, Indiana
Jones parody, or Secret of Monkey Island parody, it just fails at all of them. None of the little throw backs amused me. With
that in mind I can’t recommend. I played the Runaway game that came before this, it had a ton of issues too, but it benefitted
from a more humble character and more diluted sexism and racism.

This game is just bad.
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The game is bugged. Not only that there are game breaking bugs that never got fixed, on Windows 8 at least there are also
severe lags in the cut sequences. Overall it makes the game really not worth getting. I played until chapter 4, but after chapter 3
the cut sequence wasn't only laggy, but simply broken and wouldn't let me get to chapter 4 at all. I used a savestate at the start of
chapter 4 just to find out that there is an effect in that chapter that slows the game down to a crawl.

The first three chapters weren't that great, just solid adventure material with a few illogical puzzles and the usual "you can't do
this until you did that" logic of the series. Overall that alone would still pass for an acceptable game, but with the bugs it just
isn't worth it.. I have attempted to force myself into playing this game to completion on several occasions. I would launch the
game, play for a little while and immediately get sick of it. There is so much dialog with an attempt of humoring the player, but
no laughs. The story is dull and just seems like a series of random events rather than a well thought out and planned story. Some
of the puzzles are buggy, or have some type of flaw. I must have crashed 15 times just on the toy dog puzzle at the very
beginning before the game allowed me to continue to the next scene.. Gonna keep this one short as Runaway - The Dream of
The Turtle (or just Runaway 2) is rather similar to Runaway and therefore my review for part 1 is pretty much the same.

My major problem with R1 was it's illogical sometimes infuriatingly dumb puzzles. Puzzles have gotten better for R2, but you
still run into bad puzzles. Still can't recommend this game, as it's story is plain dumb, voiceacting is very flat and the pacing is
off all over the place. Just a short example: In chapter 5 there is a diving "video" sequence that gets pretty much repeated 5 (!!!)
times. This game coul've been alot better if production would've put in some effort to make it a more fluent experience.

I read that some people ran into technical problems. With the exception of one crash (while skiping screens at the end of chapter
4), that made me repeat pretty much the whole chapter, the game ran smoothly for me (win7 64bit).. As an point&click avg
game fan i do play them with walkthrough the whole time just for the story. But conversations in this game areare really long
and boring. Occasional crashes without autosave stopped me at chapter 4 can't go through all the tedious again.So just for the
story i'll finish watching this game on YouTube. Bad jokes, poor voice acting, and gamebreaking bugs. At one point, if you fail
to ask a dude a specific question, you can't ask him about it again later.. PRICE / QUALITY

☐"IT'S A TRAP!"(Admiral Ackbar)
☐ "That'll do, pig. That'll do."(James Cromwell)
☑ "SHUT UP AND TAKE MY MONEY!"(Philip J. Fry)

PC REQUIREMENTS

☑Minimum
☐Medium
☐High
☐ Extreme

GRAPHICS

☐Cheap
☐Acceptable
☑Masterpiece

GAME TIME (hours)

☐ 0>2
☐ 2>5
☑ 5>15
☐ 15>30
☐ 30>50
☐ 50>75
☐ 75>100
☐ 100>?

STORY
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☐ None
☐Bad
☐Good
☑Amazing

DIFFICULTY

☐Simple
☑Easy to learn, hard to master
☐Hard
☐Blackhole (FiolaSoft Studio)
☐Impossible

BUGS

☐Game itself is one big BUG
☐Bugs destroying the game
☐Bugs
☐Few little bugs
☑Perfect
. I love adventure games. I do. And I lkied the original Runaway way back in the days of VGA. But this, despite having gorgeous
art, and the point and click modality down to a science, is a "skip it" game. Pendulo has to have some of the worst dialog and
plot writers working in games, or their translators should be horsewhipped...it's hard to know who to blame. But either way, the
dialog and plot are stereotypically gawd-awful. And the puzzles suck. Suck hard. No happy ending either. Just a "to be
continued" at the end of the game. Skip it. Really.
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